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SYNOPSIS : 최근 기상이변과 빈번한 지진발생 및 기타 내외적 요인에 의한 노화열화 등으로 인하여/
댐 안전관리 문제가 국가의 재난관리 차원에서 주요 이슈가 되고 있다 이에 본 논문에서는 기존 댐에.
대한 안전관리를 효율적으로 수행할 수 있도록 하기 위해 개발된 댐 안전관리 시스템(Dam Safety

의 세부구성 및 기능 등에 대하여 소개하고 향후 선진화된 댐 안전관리를 위해 보Management System) ,
완되어야 할 부분에 대한 제언을 하였다.

Key words : Dam safety, Dam safety management system, Instrumentation, Monitoring, Visual inspection, Safety
evaluation

1. Introduction

From dams, while one can get diverse social and economical benefits including flood control, hydroelectric
power, recreation, navigation, and water supply for drinking, irrigation and industrial uses, one should accept
that they may yield various risks, such as failure or flooding, to the public, especially when they are aged
dams. In order to reduce such risks, using a robust dam safety management system can be quite helpful in
terms of efficiency in dam safety management.
This paper describes details of the dam safety management system (KDSMS), which was developed by Korea
Water Resources Corporation. It was made to establish a consistent and efficient dam safety management for
those existing dams. KDSMS consists of three subsystems of Central Management System (CMS), Field
Management System (FMS), and Integrated Information System (IIS), as introduced in the following chapters.

2. K-water Dam Safety Management System (KDSMS)

2.1 Software environment

The KDSMS was developed based on the following software environment;
- Operating system : Windows 2003 Server for server, Windows XP for client,

HP Unix for file and DB server
- Development language : C++, Pascal, BASIC
- Development tool : Delphi, Visual studio.net
- Database : Oracle 10G
- Web server: Windows.Net Platform
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For visualization of damages of dam facilities, vector drawing (CAD) technique by a viewing & editing
vector graphic engine was adopted, thus change of previous damage records can be easily done, and as a
result, highly efficient management of damage history can be achieved.

2.2 System architecture

The architecture of KDSMS is as shown in Figure 1. The KDSMS consists of the following systems:
(1) Central Management System(CMS) : provides whole data on the status of safety management of all dams
(2) Field Management System (FMS) : uploads the results obtained from maintenance activities such as
visual inspection, instrumentation, remedial action and other safety-related works, and submit a report
usual safety-related tasks for approval from CMS

(3) Integrated Information System (IIS) : assets and approves the reports submitted by field offices regarding
their maintenance activities, and establishes/provides database on technical materials collected from the
field survey.
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Fig. 1 Architecture and data flow of KDSMS

As shown in Figure 2, CMS or FMS comprises six main menus such as "Basic information, Hydrological
information, Safety management, Instrumentation management, Visual inspection net, and References."

Figure 2. Main menus of KDSMS
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Table 1. Data included in CMS and FMS

Main menus Contents

Basic information

Integrated basic codes are given to describe river basins, dam, facilities, member,●
instrumentation
Dam dimension and operational information on reservoir, operating water level,●
power generation information
Management status for each item in the system●

Hydrological information
Hydrological information including rainfall, reservoir water level, climate and●
weather condition, which will be provided by the Korea Meteorological
Administration and the K-water

Safety management

Field inspection drawings for damages at each dam●
History management of field inspection including registry and modification●
of data
Inquiry & analysis of history of each damage type based on old input data●
Classification of damages at facilities and members●

Instrumentation management

Database on instrumentation at each dam: location, specification, recorded data●
including initial values at impounding phase, reliability of data in terms of
measured data and electrical problems in sensors.
All registered data can be analyzed using analyzing tool as built-in. For example,●
deformation behavior of dam body with time can be analyzed based on spatial
data by 3D Laser scanner as well as by surveying equipment.
Registry and modification of drawings and instrumental data●
Utilization of early warning system by this instrumentation management●

Visual inspection net

Registry and modification of members to be inspected●
Management of visual inspection records●
Digital and image data on damages observed and measured●
Statistical analysis for damages found in the members by visual inspection●
"Voice recording"function during field inspection was provided●
"Search" function for each member was built in●
All management histories of digital and image data on damage and remediation●
can be printed as in various formats.

References
Various laws and regulations regarding dam facilities and their safety authorized●
by the Korea government or K-water.
Publications on dam projects●
Technical reports including in-depth diagnosis reports for dams owned by K-water●

Figure 3. Start-up menu of KDSMS
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Figure 3 shows the start-up menu where the toolbar displays the tabs for the six sub-menus of this system. In
the figure, all circle dots on the map indicate the dams managed by K-water. If you click on a certain dam,
detailed information about the dam, such as location, specification, drainage basin, reservoir, operating reservoir
water level, and power generation, will be shown along with a photograph and satellite image. All information
within KDSMS is entered into a database according to the integrated basic code system, which was specially
established for unified symbolization. A connection between sub-menus is also made in accordance with
characterized codes under this organization.
Overall basic organization in the database is stratified into river basins, dams, facilities, and members. In
Korea there are major river basins as following: Han River, Nakdong River, Geum River, and Seomjin River
basins. The dams are grouped by the river basins. Dam facilities are divided into smaller units such as crest,
upstream or downstream slope, abutment, spillway, and intake structure. The term ‘member’ means a part of
dam facility. For example, dam body is divided into crest, upstream slope, and downstream slope. A spillway
consists of overtopping weir, left-wing wall, right-wing wall, bottom slab, flip bucket, and stilling basin. Each
member is sectioned by its size or its function during visual inspection.

2.3 Implementation of KDSMS

K-water’s organization for dam safety tasks is composed of three groups: (1) the field manager group, which
is in charge of direct operation and management at local dam management office, and (2) the headquarters
office group, which has the rights to manage the field managers and establish required system and technical
guidelines, and (3) the research center group responsible for safety evaluation and analysis on dam behavior.
Systematic work coordination between these parties is essential for consistent and efficient dam safety
management. KDSMS includes each group’s reporting, approval and notification functions in relation to dam
safety management performance.
Field engineers perform the safety management tasks such as field inspection using PDA or Tablet PC,
monitoring of dam behavior by embedded instruments, repair and reinforcement works, and uploads of the
inspection results to the KDSMS’s field management system. While the results are stored at the temporary
dam safety server in the headquarters office center via the network, a work report by field engineer is
submitted to the headquarters office or the research center for review and approval, and approved by the staff
of the main office if there is no objection.
In addition, the engineers in charge of each group can change the basic integration codes or data structure, or
add and delete a new member, instrumentation or field inspection drawing through the central management
system.
Once the safety management tasks and related data are approved, those are finally stored in the K-water’s
dam safety database. The rejected tasks are returned to the requesting engineer along with detailed
explanations. Data about a series of these tasks are forwarded through the intranet network system of K-water.
The integrated information system(IIS) receives all the latest updated dam safety database in real-time and
provides the final comprehensive dam safety information, which is connected to related the professional
institutions through the Internet and can be finally connected to the national safety management system
operated by the government.
Meanwhile, engineers and experts within K-water conduct dam safety evaluation for selected dams using the
database on an integrated information system and decide on diverse dam safety management tasks based on
the result. Before engaging in safety management tasks in the fields, any of the field engineers from each
group can download the most up-to-date data from the integrated information system, get them back to their
field management system, and utilize them.
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2.4 Field inspections and data management

In the past, field engineers at each dam would periodically conduct field inspections and submit just a simple
report. However, this report lacked details about the inspection results, systematic informatization, and
cooperative activities between headquarters office and research center. Therefore, dam safety management was
often performed based on field engineers’ arbitrary judgments. It was also impossible for headquarters office
and research center to work closely with each other on the basis of consistency and system.
To address this, in KDSMS, we have adopted the field inspection and data management system separately.
Engineers of each group should conduct field inspection for dam body or other appurtenant structures, and
then ask for approval from the manager of the headquarters office by submitting the inspection results to the
field management system of KDSMS. Field inspection results in every facility should be recorded based on
the field inspection drawing system using the Tablet PC.
Once the original field inspection drawings for each member are entered into the system, then those drawings
are grouped in a proper size for easy description of the inspection results, and prioritized by size and relative
importance of the members. Numeric information such as size of damage and other necessary coordinates can
be seen from the system because all field inspection drawings are provided in CAD file form for real
sections.
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Figure 4. Hierarchy in basic member organization of KDSMS

Field engineers can print out existing inspection results of the subject member in form of drawing or report;
confirm it in the field as well. Furthermore they can easily check the current condition and work progress,
and enter the result into the system again. Another option is that they can directly register the result into the
system on the field, using a PDA or Tablet PC with a field management system installed on it. Each
member’s damage type or marking form in accordance with dam type or member type is defined in the field
management system in advance. In entering the inspection results through KDSMS, the users can input diverse
detailed information, such as damage and its scale, current conditions, related photos, and voice records, into
the system easily and consistently.
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Figure 5. Input of field inspection results within Filed Inspection Drawing System, and inquiry of existing data

It is possible to seek or analyze existing data that are finally stored in the central database through a series
of input procedures through the integrated information system. As the dam damage itself cannot be applied to
the ultimate dam safety evaluation or establishment of a solution, change and expansion that occurred from
the past to the present should be reviewed specifically.
In KDSMS, one can inquire about the history of specific damage, such as particular cracks or leakages. The
user can also trace various histories, such as the damage size of each period, changes, characteristics, etc.,
depending on damage type for all dams, facilities, and member sections. In addition, comprehensive statistical
analyses for these are also possible.

2.5 Instrumentations management system

2.5.1 Layout of Dam Instrumentation

Dam performance monitoring through instrumentation is the most important part of dam safety program. It
should define and monitor failure modes, and thereby prevent destruction and minimize damage. As shown in
Table 3, K-water has regularly checked dam performance by measurement and management of 2,071
instruments installed inside the multi-purpose dams from the beginning of the construction, considering the
selected key instrument factors depending on the type of dam, such as seepage, pore pressure, uplift pressure,
earth pressure, internal deformation, surface displacement, movement of joint, stress and temperature of
concrete, seismic loads, etc. Measured data are used for dam performance analyses and safety evaluations in
case that they are needed for construction management tasks, such as adjustment of the embankment fill rate,
control of hydration heat of concrete, and in-depth inspection and evaluation for dam stability.

Table 3. The status of dam instrumentation and monitoring (K-water)

Type of measurement Problem/Concern Type of Instrument Automation
Seepage and Leakage Seepage, piping V-notch weir Yes

Pore pressure
(Embankment and foundation)

Seepage, leakage, piping, pore
pressure, phreatic-surface, slope
stability, foundation permeability

Vibrating wire piezometer
Resistance strain gage piezometer
Twin-tube hydraulic piezometer

Yes
Yes
No

Uplift pressure
Foundation permeability,
stability of concrete structure

Bourdon pressure gage
Vibrating wire piezometer

No
Yes

Earth pressure
Stress or strain, Arching,
hydraulic-fracturing, piping

Total pressure cell
(Vibrating wire, Resistance gage)

Yes

Internal movement
Internal movement or
deformation in embankment,
slope stability

Magnetic probe extensometer
Vibrating wire settlement sensor
Extensometer
Inclinometer

No
Yes
Yes
No
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Electric instruments and vibrating wire piezometers are used in dam performance monitoring with the
automated data acquisition system. However, in case of magnetic probe extensometer that measures internal
deformation and inclination of dam body, data should be entered in the system through manual readout by
inserting a sensor probe into the casing installed in the dam’s central part and slope.
While the dam body’s surface displacement can be easily measured using the geodetic survey by the workers,
it is hard to assess the deformation quickly. Therefore, due to weak performance reliability, a robotic total
station and automated data acquisition system using GPS are increasingly being applied (Michael, 2001). As
shown in Figure 6, we have improved the existing measurement of the dam’s surface displacement by
installing a permanent robotic total station outside the dam and making it automatically measure the
differences of deformation at the target (prism) attached to the corresponding settlement points periodically or
at a set time.

Figure 6. Total station and target prism for automatic deformation monitoring

In the previous measurement management system, field engineers collect measurement data independently, and
then manually enter them into the general facility management system, namely DIIS. As there was no process
or analysis function for uploading the measurement data, the reliability of uploaded data was quite low.
Additionally, because there was no standard of threshold limit, it was impossible to define the mode of dam
failure in real-time. To resolve these problems, we have built an automatic instrumentation and monitoring
system (Figure 7) so that the measurement data in 16 multi-purpose dams of K-water can be automatically
transferred and stored to the central DB via the intranet. Furthermore, if the threshold limit set in advance is
exceeded, early warning system will be activated to the dam managers via data processing and analysis so
that proper action can be taken at proper time.

Surface settlement
and alignment

Total or surface movement(translation
and rotation)

Survey point(Robotic total station and
target prism)

Yes

Joint displacement
Construction and
perimeter joint movement in concrete
face and structure

Jointmeter (Vibrating wire, Potentiometer) Yes

Concrete stress Stress or strain in concrete structure Vibrating wire strain meter Yes

Seismic load Seismic loading Strong motion Accelerometer Yes
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Figure 7. Schematic diagram of instrumentation and monitoring system

As a countermeasure, when measured data exceeds the threshold limit, diverse options can be carried out as
following: visual inspection, check for dam behavior, reevaluation on the stability using new data, increasing
the frequency of measurements, special in-depth investigations, and design of remedial actions, and the
lowering of the reservoir level in case of emergency. Among these we can choose a better way considering
all the conditions and environment. As the reliability of instrumental data is most important in early warnings
for dam safety (Warren, 2001, 2a), every two years field workers should check on whether instruments have
malfunction or not and how reliable measured data is over time so that all these data are entered in the
system and managed properly.

2.5.2 Interpretation and presentation of data

If we only installed an instrument or collected data, it would not be sufficient for dam stability evaluation or
decision-making. Recently, for reliable dam performance monitoring, an automated instrumentation and
monitoring system was applied in order to determine the dam performance in real-time and, thereby, it could
be used for dam safety management (Walz, 1989 Warren, 2001).
In KDSMS, the instrumentation management system provides various graphs of displacement or pressure data
versus time or reservoir water level, including their locations. If the threshold limit set in advance is
exceeded, a warning signal is automatically shown on the screen so that dam manager can immediately take
appropriate actions. The threshold limit is set as follows, based on the results of theoretical analysis and
numerical analysis at the design stage of instrumentation.
As settlement points are usually installed on the surface of fill dam after construction, there is not so big
change in deformation (settlement). In order to prevent overtopping, crest settlement should not exceed the
settlement threshold limit, which is the smaller one between 2% of dam height and the chamber. Also,
horizontal displacement over 5% of settlement is not allowed as shown in Figure 8. For cross arm devices
and horizontal extensometers to measure internal displacements, the strain rate in compression or tension
should be less than 3% in one section, as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 8. Graphs for settlement/horizontal displacements versus thresholds at the crest by instrumentation
management system

Figure 9. Internal settlement versus threshold limit by instrumentation management system

As piping and internal erosion can threaten the dam safety for the life of dam, quantity and turbidity of
seepage water should be measured to identify whether such piping or internal erosion occurs or not.
The threshold limit of seepage quantity can be determined from the statistical analysis on the graphs of
seepage quantity versus time at each reservoir water level. In addition, to find highly weak or permeable
zones, the relationship between reservoir water level and seepage quantity should be properly analyzed. In this
case comprehensive investigation on material properties and construction records including quality control
records of the dam project is recommended as well. Increases in turbidity of seepage are regarded as a sign
of internal erosion and piping.
Piezometers are installed to monitor the phreatic surface in the dam body. Figure 10 shows an example of
the plots of pore pressure versus time recorded at Soyanggang dam. The phreatic surface information obtained
from piezometers can be used for the slope stability analysis of the dam.
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Figure 10. Pore pressure versus reservoir water level over time

Combination of earth pressure and pore pressure data provides a way to define if load transfer (Kulhaway et
al, 1976) happens or not, and results in the arching effect caused by differential settlement between core with
low stiffness and filter zone with relatively high stiffness in fill dam with core. In cases, excessive load
transfer can cause hydraulic fracture in core zone and finally result in dam failure (Sherard, 1986).

2.6 Documents in KDSMS

For dam safety evaluation and good decision-making, all information on the dam, even verbal statements or
hand drawings if they can give a clue to explain any abnormal phenomena or behavior of the dam body, is
very crucial for clarification of such phenomena. All documentation is meaningful.
As a useful database, KDSMS includes all kinds of safety management data ranging from design reports
before 1970, material test data, construction records, safety evaluation and inspection results, and remedial
activities such as repair and reinforcement. The volume of electronic documents included in KDSMS is about
310,000 pages, and the number of related drawings and photo images is about 17,000.
The user may not only search for details of these data through the index or keyword searches, but may also
confirm and print out data through a unified viewer. The viewer is designed to show all kinds of files, such
as electronic documents, image files and a drawing file made by the AutoCAD program. The integrated
information system (IIS) includes dam safety-related laws, K-water’s regulation on safety management, and
technical guidelines as well. In addition, the IIS has a function to easily register a new report on safety
management and other data in the future, thus consequently consistent updates of safety management data can
be achieved.
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Figure 11. Data search and registration by IIS

3. Conclusions and Suggestion

Considering unusual changes in weather, deterioration/ aging, and frequent earthquakes, dam safety
management has become one of the major issues in terms of disaster management in Korea.
Thus, this paper, as a robust dam safety management tool, describes a dam safety management tool
(KDSMS), which was developed by Korea Water Resources Corporation to effectively manage the diverse
information on dam safety management.

KDSMS consists of three main systems as following; Central Management System (CMS), Field Management
System (FMS), and Integrated Information System (IIS). It is expected that utilization of KDSMS will support
all aspects of dam safety program ranging from dam-related regulatory, practices such as in inspection and
remedial works, emergency action planning and response.

For successful safety management of aged dams, the followings are required; continuous efforts in monitoring
dam behaviors, sufficient financial investment to that area, and institutional supports from the government
under the well established legal system.
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